Ark Castledown
Primary Academy

Year 2 Termly Reminders:
Term 3 PE will be on a Tuesday. Please
send your child into school wearing their PE
kit.

Year 2
Term 3

This terms PE focus will be yoga and
fundamental movement: moving our
body in different ways, such as skipping,
jumping and hopping.

Reading Records will
come home daily. As part of
the home-school agreement
we ask that children read at
least 5 times a week and a response is
recorded in their Reading Record. These will
be checked every morning by the class
teacher.

Home learning this term, we ask that you
discuss fire safety and complete 30 minutes
of Mathletics and Reading Eggs each week.
It would also really benefit your child to do
some simple arithmetic such as adding and
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Curriculum and
Home Learning
Leaflet

English
Our texts in English relate to our topics so we
will be reading and writing about Planet Earth and
habitats . We will be writing
letters and non-chronological
reports to show off all our
new knowledge!

Maths
In Maths we will be starting a new unit on
Multiplication and Division of 2, 5 and 10! We will
then be learning all about Time. We will be learning
how to tell the time on an analogue clock and
thinking about our daily routines.
If you’d like extra practice at home, please go on
Mathletics and try the activities assigned to you.
You could be in with a chance of winning the
Mathletics trophy!

RE
This term we will learn all about
Judaism focusing on beliefs,
practices and celebrations.

Humanities

RSHE

In our geography topic, we will learn about Planet
Earth. We will learn about each individual continent
and the different oceans. We will
be making a pretend passport to
travel between continent and
lessons! Our reading and writing
will also link to this topic.

Across the school we follow the
PSHE scheme ‘Jigsaw.’ Our
topic is is Dreams and Goals.
We will be learning about
setting goals and steps to
achieving them.
We will also be looking at the Ark Castledown
values and how they apply to us.

Science

Computing

This term we are learning
about Habitats. We will
explore the plants that live in
the playground and compare
different habitats, such as
coastal and woodland
habitats. We will also be
discovering all about worms!

Art/DT

This term will doing D&T and textiles. We will be
making puppets linking to our planet earth topic.

In ICT we are
learning about data
and analysing
information in
different forms.

Read to Succeed
This term we will be reading texts focused around
our planet earth topic such as Winter’s Children and
Blue Penguin. This will
help
expand
our
vocabulary as well as our
fluency and expression
while reading.

